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Message me for a quote. All Rights Reserved. Push these flexible grommets into place to
protect wire, cable, and cords by turning rough-edged and uneven holes into smooth, insulated
holes. Commonly used in metal panels, they also damp vibration. Cut the thin layer of rubber in
the center of these grommets to create custom IDs to securely hold and protect wire, cable, and
cords. Push these grommets into place. They turn rough-edged and uneven holes into smooth,
insulated holes. Also known as webbed grommets. Push them into place to protect wire, cable,
and cords by turning rough-edged and uneven holes into smooth, insulated holes. Keep
grommets of various sizes on hand to solve whatever problems arise. The center hole has flaps
that flex to hold and protect various sizes of wire, cable, and cords while keeping out dust and
debris. These grommets snap into place and have wings that expand against the sides of the
hole to lock them in position. Use them to protect wire, cable, and cords by turning rough-edged
and uneven holes into smooth holes. Snap these grommets into place and their wings expand
against the sides of the hole to lock them in position. Use them to turn rough-edged and uneven
holes into smooth holes. A slit in the side of these grommets allows you to install them around
wire, cable, and cords that are already in place. They snap into the hole and their wings hold
them tight. Use them to turn rough-edged and uneven holes into smooth, insulated holes. Press
these grommets into a hole you've already cut. They strengthen and prevent holes from fraying
in tarps, covers, and curtains. They also provide a way to run rope and cable through your
material. Kits include grommets, a cutting punch, a cutting block, an installation punch, and a
die set. Use them to create a way to run rope and cable through tarps, covers, and curtains. A
rolled rim provides added grip while the elongated neck and teeth on the washer, also known as
a spur washer, add reinforcement and reduce rotation so you can use these grommets in thick
materials such as canvas. Press the grommets into a hole you've already cut. The extended
neck on the washer of these grommets adds reinforcement so you can use them in thicker
material such as woven fabrics. Press them into a hole you've already cut. The sharp neck on
these grommets cuts the material as you press them into place, eliminating the need for a
cutting punch. No setting tools neededâ€” snap the two parts together in a hole you've already
cut to strengthen the hole and eliminate fraying. Use these grommets in tarps, covers, curtains,
and other material. These grommets have two flanges that snap around holes and flex to
compensate for misalignment and movement of pipe and tubing. They're often used for routing
applications in panel walls. Press these flexible grommets into holes and their tapered inner
wall will expand when pipe or tubing is inserted to hold them snugly in place. They're often
used for routing applications on metal, plastic, and fiberglass tanks. Create a tight seal around
wire, cable, and cords with these grommets to keep out dust, debris, and moisture. The two
-piece design makes it easy to install and seal these grommets around wire, cable, and cords
that are already in place. Use them to keep out dust, debris, and moisture. Cut the center of
these grommets with a utility knife to create custom IDs. The two-piece design makes it easy to
install and seal these grommets around wire, cable, and cords that are already in place. Apply
heat and these grommets shrink around wire, cable, and cords to keep out dust, debris, and
moisture. Rated IPX6 and IPX7, these grommets form liquid-tight seals around wire, cable, and
cords to protect them against high-pressure washdowns as well as temporary submersion in a
maximum of one meter of water. Often used in marine, antenna cable, and lighting cable
applications, they can be used outdoors. Create a sanitary seal on through-wall piping, tubing,
and cables in food -, cosmetic -, and pharmaceutical-processing areas. Eliminate clutter on
desktops, countertops, benchtops, and other work surfaces by organizing wire, cable, and
cords. Wire, cable, and cords pass through the grommet opening while the bristles fill in the
gaps to control dust and debris. Use these grommets to eliminate cord clutter on desktops,
countertops, benchtops, and other work surfaces. The center hole has flaps that flex to
accommodate various sizes of wire, cable, and cords while still providing dust and debris
protection. Squeeze these flexible grommets to open the center flapâ€” once wire, cable, and

cords pass through, the flap closes tightly for dust and debris protection as well as a finished
look. Use them to eliminate cord clutter on desktops, countertops, benchtops, and other work
surfaces. Support shafts, bearings, and other moving parts that are routed through a hole.
These grommets are slippery to allow parts to move freely in the hole. Install them on thin
sheet-metal panels. Made of rubber, this trim resists abrasion better than plastic trim. Often
used on panels, boards, signs, and mirrors, it protects edges from impact. A metal core adds
strength and stability, making this trim more durable than standard rubber trim. Made of rubber,
it resists abrasion better than plastic trim. Use it to protect the edges of panels, boards, signs,
and mirrors from impact. Use it to protect the edges of panels, boards, and signs from impact. A
metal core adds strength and stability, making this trim more durable than other
high-temperature rubber trim. With a surface resistivity of 1. Use it to protect the edges of
electronics equipment and circuit boards from impact. Select this plastic trim for its chemical
resistance. This trim has a metal core for added strength and stability. Made of plastic, it's also
chemical resistant. With a slippery surface, this trim minimizes friction between parts and is
often used on conveyor rails, chutes, and guides. With a slippery surface, it minimizes friction
between parts and is often used on conveyor rails, chutes, and guides. Sample multiple sizes
and styles of heavy duty plastic trim. This trim is suitable for use in food preparation and
processing environments. It's also chemical resistant. Use it to protect the edges of panels,
boards, signs, and mirrors from impact in food processing applications. With a surface
resistivity of 10 5 ohms this trim safeguards equipment from static electricity by diverting
electrostatic charges quickly. Use it to protect the edges of of electronics equipment and circuit
boards from impact. Cushioning on the top provides added protection from impact. This
nylon-coated stainless steel trim combines strength with flexibility for a snug hold. It can also
protect wire, cable, and hose. Made of aluminum or stainless steel, this trim withstands heavy
impact for maximum surface protection. It's often used on panels, boards, signs, and mirrors to
protect the edges. This nylon-coated stainless steel trim combines strength with flexibility to
hold snugly on flat, round, and irregular-shaped edges. It combines strength with flexibility to
hold snugly on flat, round, and irregular-shaped edges. Black and yellow stripes create a visual
alert to draw attention to equipment and obstructions. Designed to cushion during impact, this
foam trim protects edges on posts, shelving, and other surfaces from damage. Even in the dark,
this black and yellow striped trim draws attention to equipment and obstructions. Designed to
cushion during impact, it protects edges on posts, shelving, and other surfaces from damage. A
ridge on the stem provides a tighter grip than other push-in bumpers. Push the stem into a hole
for quick installation. These bumpers are commonly used as feet on instruments and bench-top
equipment to keep them from sliding. They're also good as spacers between sheets of material.
Also known as stem and grommet bumpers. The stem on these bumpers compresses to fit into
tight holes. Made of nylon, these grips resist chemicals. These grips have an extension that
provides extra support for moving cables and prevents kinking for longer cable life. Snap these
shielded cord grips around routing cable to suppress electromagnetic and radio frequency
interference. The mesh extension provides a secure hold in applications where cable is pulled
or in motion. It reduces stress on the cable and prevents kinking for longer cable life. Stronger
than aluminum cord grips, these grips are zinc plated for corrosion resistance. An insert clamps
the cable in place to provide more strain relief than other snap-in cord grips for building cable.
Because these grips resist absorbing water, they are less likely to crack or corrode than other
types of plastics and metals. Tighten the screw-down clamp for superior pull-out resistance.
Made of nylon with a nylon mesh extension, these grips resist most chemicals. The mesh
provides a secure hold in applications where cable is pulled or in motion. These grips are made
of nylon, which resists most chemicals. The nylon mesh extension provides a secure hold when
the cable is pulled or in motion. These grips are the most corrosion resistant of any of our
submersible metal cord grips. Suitable for use in applications where cords are underwaterâ€”
these grips are rated IP68 for protection from continuous submersion. These grips have an
extension that provides extra support for moving cable and prevents kinking for longer cable
life. A rubber bushing with an oval slot provides liquid-tight entry for building cable, which is
also known as Romex type NM-B or type UF- B. An internal ring keeps cable with braid shielding
grounded to the body of the grip to block electromagnetic interference EMI. Also known as
cable-entry seals, the cable-entry side has heat-shrinkable polyolefin with an adhesive lining.
Install them in panels and enclosuresâ€” they have a zinc-plated steel locknut and
metal-reinforced rubber O-ring that prevents liquid from entering the enclosure. These cord
grips are lightweight yet durable. They have a zinc-plated steel locknut and metal-reinforced
rubber O-ring that prevents liquid from entering the connection. The mesh offers a secure hold
in applications where cable is pulled or in motion. Stronger than aluminum cord grips, these
steel grips are zinc plated for corrosion resistance. They have a steel locknut and

metal-reinforced O-ring that prevents liquid from entering the connection. Stainless steel
construction offers the most corrosion-resistance of any of our multi-diameter liquid-tight cord
grips. These grips are nickel-plated brass for good corrosion resistance. Securely connect
cable in sanitary environments such as food plants with these watertight cord grips. Grips have
a rubber inner grommet with multiple holes and a rubber O-ring that create a tight seal to
prevent liquid from entering the connection. The face of these grips is flush with the cable-entry
point for a seamless appearance. They have a thin, flexible seal that covers the holes until you
push a cord through. The cable -entry side has heat-shrinkable polyolefin with an adhesive
lining. These are also known as cable-entry seals. Peel away layers of rubber inserts to fit
around cord grips, even when you don't know the exact diameter. Modify these cord grips to get
the right fit for your cord even when you don't know the exact diameter. Attach a cord grip to
cable without removing connectors and rewiring. These cord grips have a two-piece design to
fit around cables with connectors. FDA compliant for direct food contact, these cord grips have
a multi-piece design to wrap around cables in sanitary environments without removing
connectors or rewiring. These grips have a thin, flexible seal that covers the holes until you
push cords through. Install additional cables without swapping cord grips by pushing them
through the thin, flexible seals on these grips, which have a sanitary design suitable for
food-processing and pharmaceutical plants. Connect to the end of conduit or a fitting to protect
wires from abrasion when being pulled. Slide these grommets into conduit ends to protect wire
and cable from abrasion when being pulled. Also known as antishort bushings, these grommets
slide into the ends of conduit and armored cable to protect wire and cable from sharp edges.
Preventing wear and cracks, these grommets shield the sections of your conduit that rub and
bang against nearby components. Press these grommets into a hole to add cushion on both
sides. In addition to having a wider temperature range than our other vibration-damping
grommets, these have excellent weather resistance. Ribbed grommets are more flexible than
our smooth vibration-damping grommets, so they're easier to install. In addition to having a
wider temperature range than our other ribbed vibration-damping grommets, these have
excellent weather resistance. Easier to install than grommets, push these bushings through
your mounting hole to dampen vibration. Use them with a vibration-damping washer to isolate
vibration. In addition to having a wider temperature range than our other vibration-damping
bushings, these have excellent weather resistance. Ribbed bushings are more flexible than our
smooth vibration-damping bushings, so they're easier to install. In addition to having a wider
temperature range than our other ribbed vibration-damping bushings, these have excellent
weather resistance. Use these in place of normal washers to damp vibration and cushion your
joint. In addition to having a wider temperature range than our other vibration-damping
washers, these have excellent weather resistance. These female snap halves create the finished
button-look of a snap. Pair them with male snap halves to create a complete snap. Pair these
male snap halves with female snap halves to make a complete snap. Kits include a hand punch
tool with die and six complete snaps. Once installed, these fasteners provide a female snap half
on one side of your fabric and a male snap half on the other. Once installed, these fasteners
provide a male snap half on both sides of your fabric. Create a complete snap by joining each
male side with a female snap half for a finished look on assembled layers of fabric. Pair with a
female snap half to create a complete snap. Everything you need to fasten a fabric snap to a
solid surface. The threaded stud installs in threaded holes. The drilling screw stud drills its own
hole. Peel off the backing and stick these male snap halves to flat or curved surfaces. Fasten
these male snap halves to a solid surface when you only have access to one side. A blind rivet
tool is required for installation. Use screws to secure these bases in a solid surface. These
nylon nuts are chemical resistant, nonconductive, and lightweight. Stainless steel snap-in nuts
have excellent corrosion resistance in most environments. These rounded head screws have a
nut that clips onto the edge of a thin panel, allowing you to mount the screw near edges. A
quarter-turn locks and releases access panels, doors, and covers. These wing-head screws
have a clip-on nut that allows you to mount them near the edge of a thin panel. Use them to lock
and release access panels, doors, and covers with a quarter- turn. Press these rounded head
nuts into the backside of a panel in applications where you have access to both sides of the
panel. Press these wing head nuts into the backside of a panel in applications where you have
access to both sides of the panel. Press these wing head nuts into a closed-end hole or thick
panel in applications where the back of the panel is inaccessible. Press these rounded head
nuts into a closed-end hole or thick panel in applications where the back of the panel is
inaccessible. Rivet these wing head nuts into thin panels for a flush fit. They can be mounted
without space between panels. These rounded head nuts can be riveted into thin panels for a
flush fit. They can be mounted without spaces between the panels. Push the plunger to secure
and pull to release for quick access. The Buna -N foam rubber bulb on these seals also resists

grease, salts, water, steam, and most detergents. More compressible than seals with a solid
bulb, these seals have a hollow bulb. In addition to oil, these seals resist grease, salts, water,
steam, and most detergents. These loosely-knitted fiberglass seals are more flexible and
conformable than High-Temperature Slotted Edge Seals. Permanently attach grommets to
canvas or synthetic tarps. Secure heavy canvas or synthetic tarps, or join tarps together.
Buttons are reusable and nonpiercing. Secure lightweight synthetic tarps with these reusable,
nonpiercing fittings. Install these chutes into a countertop or benchtop for access to concealed
waste containers. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create login. Search Results. System of
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kits are the perfect solution for running wires through your firewall. They are designed to keep
wires or any other materials from rubbing on steel or aluminum and allow you to pass fuel line,
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